3-DAY
JUICE CLEANSE

INTRO TO
FASTING

MY VIEW ON FASTING
Fasting is an efficient way to maintain and clean up our system before it actually breaks
down. Using the analogy of a car as an example, we continually maintain a vehicle by
updating and tuning its parts. Question is, why don’t we take the same approach with our
body to maintain optimum health and performance?
Through my natural curiosity I have explored different types of fasting over the years. My
experience with the Master Cleanse which consisted of drinking a specific homemade
lemonade type drink for 10 days, to obtain the great benefits of clarity and better sleep,
were outweighed by coming off the fast without transitional time. Instead I started eating
normally within a day, which made me deal with constipation and a messed up metabolism
for quite some time. This, in turn, made me feel like I had lost all what I had worked for. I
realized the importance of transitional time before and after leaving the fast is as vital as the
fast method itself.
Here is a 3-day juice fast I recommend, but it’s more of a 9-day program including
preparation and exit guidelines on how to enter and depart the fast properly. I offer this
shorter format because it’s simple and accessible. Not eating for over a week can be very
daunting, but three days most of us can do!
This cleanse is an excellent way to give your body a digestive break and to let it heal and
clean up your system instead. The fast will help reduce inflammation, improve your sleep,
and you will feel light and good! By drinking the juices your body continues to receive some
calories to keep you going and provide nutrients that will promote the deep system cleanse.
I hope you will enjoy, feel refreshed and energized by the time you get out of this fast.
Please stay in touch and let me know how it goes and how it made you feel.
Doro

THE LEGAL STUFF. The information presented in this document is
intended for educational purposes only, and it hasn’t been evaluated
by the Food and Drug Administration. This information isn’t intended
to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any condition or disease, nor is it
medical advice. One should always consult a qualified medical
professional before engaging in any dietary and/or lifestyle change.

WHY FASTING IS GOOD FOR YOU
Fasting has been recommended for healing purposes for
thousands of years with traditions dating back to the
ancient Greeks, ayurvedic medicine and in religious
practices. Modern studies show that fasting reduces
inflammation in our body and boosts our immune system
which helps the healing of multiple diseases or chronic
conditions. Since it gives our body a break from digestion
it allows time to focus on healing other bodily functions
instead.
The purpose of a short juice fast like this one is with the
intention of giving your body a break, a cleanse and a
digestive reset instead of losing weight. The juices mean
you will still get a certain amount of calories in your body
but the lack of food slows down your digestion and will
give your gut time to rest, recover and heal.
Digestion is an energy demanding process and steals up
to 15% of our daily energy! Certain foods that require
more work to break down like meat can take up to 30%
of its calories to digest. This slows us down, which you
might have noticed sometimes when the ‘food coma’
hits. So imagine what you could feel like if you release
this energy to other things!
Note that many people won’t feel great on the first
couple of days but then you will start feeling results.

WHEN YOU SHOULD NOT BE FASTING
Fasting works best if you have a robust health to start with. I do not encourage fasting if you are
already in a stressed state physically or mentally and in particular not if you suffer from
conditions like adrenal fatigue, have thyroid issues or any other underlying conditions. In those
cases you should always consult with your physician before starting any fast.
Note that studies have shown benefits of fasting for people with many different conditions like
rheumatism, heart disease or cancer. But again this should only be done with your physician’s
approval.

DOING
THE FAST

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Essentially you will be replacing breakfast, lunch and dinner with green juice and adding
snacks in the form of fruit juices or herbal tea. You will be drinking up to eight times per day
(not including water). Most days when I'm cleansing I get in six or seven juices, typically day
1 you'll get in all eight.
Feel free to drink as much water as you want to, it can be helpful to sip warm water
throughout the day. You'll want to stop drinking 2.5 - 3 hours before bed or you'll be up all
night going to the bathroom.
I use pint sized mason jars for my juices (it's best to store in glass) so I'm typically drinking
between 12 - 16 oz of juice per meal. Some people will need more so feel free to adjust
according to your needs.

YOUR CLEANSE SCHEDULE
Your schedule will be the same for all three days and you can adjust the times below to
correspond to your waking schedule.
7 am. Morning tonic of lemon/ ginger/ cayenne or warm water w/ lemon.
Within your first hour waking up.
8 am. Green juice one hour after your morning tonic.
10 am. Mid morning snack of herbal tea/ fruit juice.
Mid day. Green juice lunch.
2 pm. Mid afternoon snack of herbal tea/ fruit juice or nut milk (choose one).
5 pm. Green juice dinner. Listen to your body if you need to have your dinner
earlier.
7 pm. Evening snack of herbal tea/ fruit juice or nut milk (choose one). Time
depending on how early/ late you had dinner.
8 pm. Herbal tea (optional) If you had earlier dinner you'll have earlier tea. Or
you may choose to skip tea altogether.
Stop all drinking about 3 hours before going to bed.

You may find your shopping list and recipes for the fast further down in this document.

ENTERING AND BREAKING THE FAST
As mentioned previously, how you enter and exit your fast is equally important as actually
doing it. So not to give your system too much of a shock this is more of a 9 day program in
total.

ENTERING
3 days before: Start to slow down. Reduce your meat intake and prepare meals on a plant
based diet.
2 days before: Eat lighter foods like salad, soups and vegetables.
1 day before: Maybe a soup and drink smoothies.

BREAKING
In order to not give your gut a shock, slowly introduce solid foods back into your diet. Allow
yourself 2-3 days to get out of the fast kind of reversing the entering process.
First day after: Start with fruits and smoothies. Keep drinking juices and plenty of water
and herbal teas.
Second day after: Eat some light food like soups, salads and vegetables. Take your time
to chew your food really well, rest if you need to, be gentle with yourself.
Third day after: Return to solid foods maybe in smaller portions with a lot of vegetables.
On the fourth day you can return to your usual diet.
P.S. Make sure you don't overeat. Take your time and go slow!

HOW TO ENJOY YOUR FAST
I would recommend you make a Friday your first juice
day. Saturday sleep in and rest, read a book, maybe go
for a walk and take a nap. Sunday is the last day you will
start to feel the benefits of the fast.
It is not advisable to do strenuous exercise during a fast.
Rest, you are giving your system a break so honor that.
Maybe meditate and go for long walks which is a
beautiful way to move your body.
Some other things you can do to honor your body
during the fast:

Dry brushing, it stimulates the lymphatic system of your body to carry out more toxins.
Take a hot epsom salt bath.
Castor oil pack over your liver. Benefits and instructions below.
Coffee enema. Benefits and instructions below.

Castor oil packs
Castor oil is oil made out of castor beans. It can be used for various skin conditions, but can
also have benefits like stimulating your liver and lymphatic functions unblocking stagnant
bile which will give another boost to your bodily cleanse during the fast. Castor oil can also
reduce inflammation in muscles, alleviate menstrual pain and boost antibody levels.
How to apply a simple castor oil pack:
Saturate a small piece of cloth with castor oil
Place the cloth over your liver
Put on an old t-shirt or wrap the cloth with an ace bandage so it stays in place
Apply a hot water bottle to the pack area which will feel good and boost absorption
into your skin
Sit or lay down, relaxing for 45 minutes to 1 hour. You can also keep it for longer or
overnight if you wish

Coffee enema
An enema is an injection of fluid into the lower bowel by way of the rectum and can be
done as a DIY in contrast to doing a colonic. The benefit of a coffee enema is that you are
helping your liver and gallbladder to release more toxins, and it cleanses your colon. It
might sound gross but will boost your cleansing objective during the fast!
On sites like Amazon you can order your own Coffee Enema kits with instructions on how
to do it.

SHOPPING
LIST

THIS IS WHAT YOU NEED TO BUY
To get ready for your fast here is the shopping list and
the ingredients you will need for your juices. I would
strongly recommend organic fruits and vegetables
(and locally produced if possible) as the purpose with
this fast is to cleanse the body and therefore we want
to avoid bringing any toxins into our body.
If you want to try all the recipes in this document you
will need:
Leafy greens like spinach, kale or swiss chard
Cucumbers
Celery
Apples
Pears
Lemons
Ginger
Pineapple
Carrots
Parsley
Beetroot
Grapefruits
Fresh turmeric root and in powder
Cayenne pepper
Milk Thistle
Red or green cabbage
Honey

RECIPES

HOW TO PREPARE THE JUICES
Note that these recipes can all be consumed immediately or if you want you can pre-prepare
and store in your fridge. I would recommend you store them no more than 3 days before
drinking them.

THE GREEN CLEANSE BASE
This juice is the base for this fast that I recommend for the
‘meals’ as per in the schedule. What you need is:
6 kale leaves
1 cucumber
5 stems of celery
1 apple
1 pear
Slice of lemon
Ginger
Sometimes I add a broccoli stalk to this juice as well.
You can't go wrong with this combo! A little fennel or a
few strawberries can also be added to enhance the flavor.
When you first start juicing you might use more fruit to
make it taste sweeter, but soon you'll be using less fruit
and love the taste.
This green juice you could use as your base meal for the
whole cleanse or you can experiment with different
combos and options. Just that for this one to work as your
base you want it to be mostly veggies.

YOUR LIVER SPONSOR
This juice contains fresh Turmeric root which is antiinflammatory and contains antioxidants that protects
your liver against toxins.
Ingredients:
5 pieces of fresh turmeric root
1 or 2 lemons
2 tablespoons of honey
water, some warm and some cold
Start by juicing the turmeric root and then add the
lemon, one or two depending on how sour you want it.
To take the liver-boosting power up a notch, you can
also add a beetroot.
While the juicer is spinning pour half a cup down of
warm water. End with mixing in the honey and adding a
cup or two of cold water. Enjoy!

LIVER BEETROOT CLEANSE
This juice is another option to promote your liver health. Vegetable juice goes straight into
the blood, and therefore straight to your liver. This is one of my favorite juices as I feel it
immediately racing around my body.
The benefits of the beetroot, grapefruit juice and the amazing turmeric health benefits
makes this juice rocket fuel for your liver and makes you feel amazing! The beetroot purifies
the blood, while the grapefruit and lemon livens it up. It’s loaded with vitamins, minerals,
enzymes and antioxidants and packs some serious punch!
Ingredients:
1 medium sized beetroot
1 grapefruit
1 lemon
2cm of ginger
1/4 tsp of turmeric
A dash of cayenne pepper
A dash of milk thistle (optional)
Cut the top off the beetroot and peel the grapefruit and lemon. Juice the lemon, grapefruit,
ginger and beetroot together. Add the cayenne pepper, milk thistle and turmeric and mix up
thoroughly.

THE GINGER HEALTH BOOST
Just like Turmeric, ginger has anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties and is one of the
healthiest spices out there boosting your immune system. Ginger can also reduce nausea,
lower blood sugar and improve digestion. Therefore, I highly recommend this ginger boost
for the cleanse!
The pineapple will give you some much needed energy, and also supply a bunch of
vitamins for your body.
Ingredients:
1/2 small pineapple
2 cm of fresh root ginger
2 large carrots
Start with juicing the pineapple, clear of skin and core removed. Then simply add the ginger
and carrots. Voila!

CARROT BREATH CLEANSE
This carrot juice recipe includes parsley which is renowned for
its ability to cure bad breath. The leaves are packed with
chlorophyll a powerful nutrient that neutralizes bad breath.
Chlorophyll acts as an excellent deodorizer. Carrots are in the
same boat and have a long history of being used to cure bad
breath. As for the apples well, they just taste good as they
sweeten it up a bit.
Ingredients:
2 large carrots
2 apples
Bunch of parsley
Chop the carrots and apples. Juice the parsley first, and then
put the others through. Simple!

THE GREEN GARDEN
Kale juicing recipes are AWESOME. This little, green nutrient storehouse called kale has a
mild earthy flavor and is a favorite ingredient of people serious about juicing. Why? It has an
enormous amount of phytonutrients and provides insane health benefits. With stacks of
various vitamins including A, C and K, 7 times more beta-carotene than broccoli and ten times
more lutein, kale is going to make you feel totally awesome.
In this juice, the kale, carrots and brussel sprouts provide the nutrient power while the apple
sweetens things up (while also providing its own nutrients). It’s a blast to make (like all fresh
juice is) so get going and enjoy.
Ingredients:
6 carrots
2 kale leaves
¼ of a red or green cabbage
1 apple
I juice the kale and brussel sprouts first, the apple next and then the carrots last. Pour into
your favorite glass (or mug).
Remember to adjust any juice to your liking. The juices are a guideline for you to work with. It
is important to enjoy what you ingest, if you need more fruits see how you can add them. If
you are like me and you like it more vegetable heavy, go that route. It is to be enjoyed, this is
self care! And rest I need a lot of rest when I juice and I honor that!
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